
Ellis intEriors and dEcor 
Multi-purpose pieces chosen to function w/in multi-use spaces with a green & sustainable orientation

           All in the Details

Kitchen/Dining

Plynil Area Rugs have been used throughout the house. Plynil, by Chilewich is an easy to clean vinyl textile product suitable for commercial or residential 

interiors.  Sophisticated in style, these rugs have a long life cycle and a remarkable range of applications.  You will find the Ellis’ have table mats as well 

- perfect for indoor or outdoor dining.           Wayne Martin, Inc.

 

Caeserstone Countertops: This quartz surface is as strong as granite, not limited in color and guaranteed for a lifetime.  Caeserstone has a commitment 

to environment and a strong eco-heritage.

Meile Appliances: Energy efficient as well as space saving ability. Meile has a philosophy of responsibility to its customers, society and the environment for 

subsequent generations to come.              Schmidt’s Home Appliance

Custom Bocci Chandeleir: Bocci lighting is contemporary in its design and manufacturing.  Using cutting edge electrical components, Bocci creates practical 

yet striking lighting of the highest quality.                        Bocci, Vancouver BC

Team 7 Girado Dining Table: Team 7 is the market leader in green non toxic solid wood since 1980.  This oval table in natural walnut has a 40” extension 

made of high gloss white tempered safety glass that is housed within the table itself. This unique extension mechanism makes it easily opened or folded 

away. No storage needed.                Ralph Hays Contemporary Designs

Stua Globus Chairs: This company’s mission is to improve the habitat in which we live by refining designs and using recyclable components as well as 

environmentally manufacturing processes. Sleek, stackable and simply sophisticated.              

              Design Within Reach

Living Space

Tapestry: This art piece is a hand woven silk blend. The silk was intended to give the tapestry the illusion that the circles are floating.  

Cecil Ross Coffee Table: This coffee table is from a  Myrtle tree found in Western Oregon This wood exhibits a very unique grain pattern with unusual 

colors. The finish is only natural oils and waxes. “The sourcing of wood is especially dear to my heart, using sustainable harvested lumber wherever 

possible. Each piece will inevitably have some history to its beginning. And bring ‘a sense of place’ to the piece.”             

                          The designer, Cecil Ross

“The wings” sculpture in the powder room is sculpted from a salvaged northwest maple burl.           Cecil Ross

Barbara Barry Caned settee & slipper chairs from the Mcguire collection of woven, peeled and exotic woods. This furniture offers a pleasing composition 

of line and form.

The upholstery fabric was chosen from a sustainable design collection utilizing 75% recycled bamboo content

Casella Floor Lamp: in a unique blend of metals.                   The artist, Jon Norman

Mallot Drum: This light weight, 100% copper drum is the perfect multi-use accent piece, by the metal artist, Robert Kuo  

             Stephen E Earls Showroom

Outdoor Living 

Thomas Pheasant outdoor collection.  Comfortable and versatile, this McGuire furniture collection delivers strength of line and timelessness.  It is light-

weight and extremely durable with an ease of maintenance.  The cushions were chosen out of an environmental plus fabricut collection.      

             Stephen E. Earls Showroom

Small accent table-unique metal and wood design. Crafted by welder son Charles Ellis
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Man Cave/Media Room
Dileto sofa-Both innovative and sleek in design. This smaller footprint sofa coverts from a seating position to a TV watching position into a sleeper 
sofa with a simple pull.  Ease and efficiency were key elements for furnishing this media room.                                                                                                                  
                             Ralph Hays Contemporary design                                                                                                                                      
Gullasa Custom Coffee table: The main objective for this piece was functionality and convenience of purpose. Built on casters, this coffee table can 
easily be rolled into its designated storage area underneath the TV when the sofa is converting into the TV or Pull out position.     
          Tramel-Gagne Showroom
Herman Miller Aero Chair - providing correct ergonomic working posture-handsome in design.                In Forme
Vitra Work Table-Versatility is key .  When utilized as a desk this accent table allows you to work in posture perfect form from the sofa.       
                             In Forme
Master Suite
This custom runner is one of two pieces cut from the original. This rug was hand woven in Turkey using recycled hemp. Old hemp grain bags were 
taken apart and the hemp was utilized to weave the foundation of this area rug. The darkest color is natural colored goat hair.                                       
                              Driscoll Robbins Fine Carpets                                                                                                                    
Counter weight shelf: This is a custom piece comprised of reclaimed fir, MDF with rusted steel accents. The fir planks, which originated from Portland’s 
defunct Rajneesh Hotel was stripped of its layers of paint and refinished. The wood was removed from the former hotel in 2009. Now used by this 
artist for various residential projects.  Donny Faris w/Radius Furniture -Ralph Hays Contemporary Design   
Hans J. Wegner Shell Chair - This is a 1963 classic design-still in style today.                       In Forme
Master Bed: This Teak bed is contemporary in design with a unique dual purpose. Both the bed frame & headboard offer convenient tucked away 
storage.                      Scan Design
Master Bath
Oceanside recycled mosaic field glass tiles. This glass tile is functional art for architecture and interior design. The watery translucence adds depth and 
elemental richness to Master Shower.  Countertop in calserstone. Alabaster accents.      ecohaus
Pencil rug: This custom runner boasts extraordinary comfort & durability. It is machine washable and perfect for any wet space. 
                                                                                                                                        Dreamweavers Carpets 
Mid-Century Corona Lighting: Rejuvenation specializes in greening their supply and architectural salvage. Valuing the past while designing something 
for the future.                                                                                                        Rejuvenation
ASKO Washer/Dryer Combo: Low water volume efficiency and energy star rated – This unit is very quiet,  allowing it to be conveniently housed in 
master area.                                                                  Schmidt’s Home Appliance

Joanne’s Loft/Study Area
Thos. Moser Chaise: Sleek and refined in appearance & streamlined minimalism in function. This chaise is designed with comfort in mind. Thos Moser 
builds furniture to last several lifetimes – a piece should provide service for at least as long as it took to grow the tree.                             
                         Thos. Moser Furniture  
Alto Credenza by Horm: This unit offers adjustable space for high-tech equipment – providing clean, crisp appearance – glass doors for revealed 
storage and frosted to conceal items.                           Design Within Reach
Joanne’s Desk: The perfect desk and work space for the room with the view.   Port Madison Home
                                                                                                                                                   
Setu chair: This chair is created for how we work and live today, with its design versatility and refined appearance. Designed in partnership with 
Herman Miller – Setu sets new standards of simplicity, adaptability, comfort and dematerialization for multi-purpose seating. Setu’s new LyrisTM 
elastomer seat suspension allows the spine to bend and flex as the seat stretches in all directions to distribute weight evenly.
                                                                                                                                                        Design Within Reach
Guest Area
Cork Flooring: A renewable resource, cork is warm, cushy, and quiet under foot.                                ecohaus
This guest room is furnished with found and kept family pieces. Also, re-used cane and spindle chairs as well as a library table recycled four generations 
in the Ellis family.                                                                                                                                             
Pisolo Bed Linens: Italian 50-year washed vintage linens tinted in only the finest OEKO-tex certified dyes – making it gentle on your skin & the 
environment.                                                                                    Restoration Hardware
                                                                                                                                    
Guest Bath
Fuez countertop – has the look that is both modern and classic. Fuez is a product similar to granite or marble – locally made in Portland of 
predominantly recycled content. This is stain resistant and heat resistant. The shower tiles are Villeroy and Boch with Oceanside recycled glass ties in 
the Geoligie collection.                               ecohaus
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